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edge of the city 

streetlights end 
called the county [now] 

over an hill is an house and 

creek 

downhill 

one thousand miles 

the mississippi 
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a sounds of contemplative 

were waiting 
[intentionally waiting] 

and nature were a sound 
[there is death in nature] 
[and when the fallen tree] 
[now termites] 
[now fungus upon] 
[and quiet] 

and what echoes light echoes 
the canopy 
notice 
were an aviary atween 
a scurry and disappears the small mammal 
a sound the canopy bird 
nor other 

and silence 

and a fluttering white lepidoptera nor sound 

and silence 

and for a presence 
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the library is contemplative 

the study carrel and 
there were ink 

the desk is contemplative 

the desk light nor other 
a stacked books 
subject 
night 

the church is contemplative 

afore and 
a pews and only I 
the altar 

the museum is contemplative 

were the gallery 
the bench 

the classroom is contemplative 

a desks 
nor lighted and 
the chalkboard near 
the podium 

sunday is contemplative 

the sabbath is contemplative and 
vegetable stew 
the wheat bread with salt and water 
jam 
the open door 

by the lake is contemplative 

and the day old loaf of bread to the waterfowl 
[gone] 
lakewater sound nor wind and 
there is a sailboat 

the contemplations of a springtime forest beginning 

were budded leaves begin and 
leaves 
[then] 
the summer 

and the aspects of the forest 

[then] 
the summer 
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pachyderms 

in the wild I see 
[public broadcasting system] [documentary] 

and the zoo 
is a question of zoos whether 
an animal be kept 

a fence 
the large animal 
a spectators 

nor otherwise seen 
north america 

and real 

and fence 

and having seen public broadcasting system 

and ponderance 
a pachyderm migrations 

a pachyderm generations 
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oto and the ear 

[he] 
grew from kindergarten throughout high school 
[he] 
had one big ear 
[his] 
name was oto 
nor to be confused with otos 
oto had one big ear 
[standard color consistent with his [other] skin tone] 
[standard hearing] 
oto just 
had one big ear 
the size of a teacup 
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I once looked in a tugboat window 

all the lights were off 

it was a small harbor 

the sign said five dollars to see the inside of the tugboat 

I just took a peek in the window 

tugboats are good for [things] 

tugboats are good for moving freighter ships around harbors 

I just took a peek 
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defining the solar system: from memory 

mercury 
one day on mercury is longer than one orbit of mercury around the sun 
mercury is hot 

venus 
venus has clouds venus has an atmosphere venus has lightning 

earth 
earth is hospitable to life earth has one moon orbiting earth has approximately 

three hundred sixty five days per every orbit of the sun the axis of the planet earth 
is offset and is the cause of seasons on earth per every orbit of the sun one photon 
from the sun takes eight minutes to reach the planet earth the gravity of the moon of 
earth is one sixth the gravity of the gravity of earth 

mars 
mars is notably dry mars has a mountain called _mount olympus_ twenty six miles 

tall above sea level I do not know what sea level is on mars as there is no water on 
mars the gravity of mars is one third the gravity of earth 

jupiter 
jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system jupiter has more than ten 

moons 

saturn 
saturn has orbiting dust particles which appear as a giant ring around the 

planet from a telescope 

uranus 
uranus is named for something water [question] 

neptune 
neptune is named for a water deity 

pluto 
pluto is named for a deity of the underworld a photon from the sun traveling at 

light speed will take twenty years to reach pluto pluto is cold for its distance from 
the heating sun and may be near kelvin zero 

there are comets and asteroids and meteors that enter and exit the solar system 
on occasion 

our solar system is located in the milky way galaxy along with other solar 
systems on a clear evening after dark the milky way is visible with the naked eye as 
are stars exterior to the milky way 

one planet orbit is offset from the other solar system planets orbital plane 
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milky way to fall asleep 

[all the stars] nor 
in a galaxy 
[only] 

a swathe 
span 
left to right 
opens in the middle of the horizons 

[a stars 

and 

to assume an orbits ofwhich no light among 
a lighted specks 

cause for ponderance 
afore 
I sleep willingly a wind across an exposed being and 
tomorrow I 
brought 
coffee for 

once there were appreciation 
once there were theories 
once there were pinpricks from a flaming exterior through a dark variety of wall 
and the motions of planetary bodies 

and a shooting star 

were I to wish I cannot recall and 

slumber 
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erosion and nature's identity 
land 
and flood a soil 
a rivers carry 

in a time an appearance 
land is changed 

physical nature is an appearance ask 
a broadness of nature 
an aspects of nature 

man is natural 
man is social 
invention and an invention of learning 
man is social 

and society 
a consumptives of society 
a city becomes once and 
again 
a city is natural 

undisputable a river of water is natural 
more disputable a metaphor of language is 
a metaphor is transient in meaning 
[spoken] 
a river of water exists without regards to what it may or may not be called 

I believe a city is natural 
I believe language is natural 

andfrom soil carried by water so too 
an erosion of a fluidity of meaning in a transience 
and whether a transience becomes a new importance 
I do not seek an example presently however 
many languages exist in many regards 
including within one city 

what a river after 
what a soil after a storm 

andwere cause a particular phenomenology unto 
a social population 
a particular stimulus to particular language change 
[germ] [germ of social thought unto social action] 

nature's identity is what I say 
[the same were I to say nothing] and 
a linguist's challenge of their own 
the identity of language [as language is an aspect of nature] 
[the same were the linguist to say nothing of language] 

admiration is no retreat nor 
appreciation and 
active and participatory say appreciation 
[nature] 
how to 
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the point and click camera 
with film unlimited 
film 
thirty five millimeter film 

the clouds 
[click] 
the horizon 
[click] 
the construction site 
[click] 
the woman's butt 
[click] 
the top of one's shoes looking down at one's shoes holding the camera 
[click] 
the county fair livestock dairy cow 
[click] 
the road sign 
[click] 
the flower with the bug 
[click] 
the blade of grass close up 
[click] 
the ant colony in the fallen log 
[click] 
the sunrise 
[click] 
[sound cannot be photographed] 
round things 
[click] [click] [click] 
the photograph of the pitch black without light 
[click] 
the photograph of ocean swells from the middle of the ocean 
[click] 
the photograph of the gruesome traffic accident 
[click] 
the photograph of the cadaver 
[click] 
the photograph of the seedling 
[click] 
the photograph of the fire at night 
[click] 
the photograph of someone with bedhead 
[click] 
the aerial photograph from an airplane window; -the top of the clouds 
[click] 
the photograph of the boy scout 
[click] 
fog on water sunrise 
[click] 
photograph from a summit 
[click] 
the dessert 
[click] 

a film sent a photos delivered a photos three by five are physical 
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rain is the most boring 
it is thursday and 
the library is open and 
I went to the hardware store 
[that is all] 

and the secular nonprofit collective 

and the nonprofit research center eight hundred miles away near 
the geology museum 

and the cathedral under construction inwhich 
masses are held in the gymnasium next door 

and the tobacconist would not accept my three dollar off coupon 

and the theater with the united states poet laureate did not know the united 
states poet laureate would be reading her poetry and signing her books in may 

and a forgotten silence surrounds a passing ambulance 

and the bookstore 

[that is all] 

rain is weather you see and there were an occasion and 

I am wearing my timex which reveals no date [and] with indiglo 

[she wore her small colorful beads around her belly her hips] 

today 
I must finish my loaf of bread or 
the loaf will be stale 
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to write in the color green 

to write originally in the color green 
[the leaves] 
[the leaves of the canopy are green] 
[seaweed is green] [and algae] [algae is green] 
[nothing else is green unless] [I say so] 
andwere a spot of excess ink 
green 
a moment to dry atop a covered thought [rescued to remember quickly] 
a nib 
a calligrapher's nib is no fountain nib for [writing] 
[conveyance] [ink] 
the color green 
a frog may or may not be green 
the vegetable 
may or may not be green and 
were I to say such in blue ink were I to say such in black ink were I to say 

such in red ink were I to say such in invisible ink 
there may be no [reader] to read invisible ink and 
the vegetable would remain the same color 
the vegetable would remain the same taste 

the lizard is green 

and lizards are not ink 

and lizards are very dry whether they have shiny skin or no 

and ink is wet 

and whether one could hold a lizard and dip its tail in an ink well and write 
upon paper with the lizard tail with green ink would their essay on color be more 
important for using a green writing instrument 

and would the lizard's tail remain upon the lizard and were the lizard's tail 
nor to remain on the lizard would the lizard regrow its tail is a matter of watching 
the lizard separate from my writing instrument the lizard's tail 

and mold 
some mold 
may be green like 

equal parts blue and yellow 
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robots that look like people 

the man that fell in love with the robot 
[in the movie] 
was the robot he invented 

the ideal and 
tomorrow 
to add another ear for her to listen preferably and 
I 
another for myself 

and a poem late at night while 
[she] 
recharges 

  o how 
  nor I procreation shall I 
  speak for thee 

[really] a man is taller than a woman [that he hunt and gather as she carries a 
child] 

and a blonde wig 

just like [...] nor require reason for a blonde wig for her 

and the wheels are not quite done 

o how patient she is 
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the most celebrated author among agnostics 

were required a common subject at the literary reading 
about the punch bowl 

and there were chips 
there were lays potato chips 
there were tortilla chips 
there were sour cream dip 

'I once had monterey dip and the next time it was called queso dip'  [crunch 
crunch] 

_call me ishmael 

said a someone across the table 

_I hear that 

said someone 

_me too 

_and the robot thinking he is every object mentioned I have not bought into the 
theory 
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the object of poetics 

were the log 

the log is fallen 
once a tree 
died for its lack of leaves and 
ten years again 
died to the ground 
on its side 
the crooked stump [still] and crackled 
soft like exposure to weather is soft and 
the log 
a bark given to the ground 
the wood of the tree soft 

I can take a large stone and hit the softness of the fallen tree 
three inches deep 
the softness removed 
insects aneath fromwhich 
the diet of birds 
an insects digest a tree a sooner to soil with an insects 
digesting a tree 
and under the tree 
insects because 
it is moist and 
the tree sooner rots 

andgone eventual fromwhich 
a fertile soil remains 
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the object of politics 

social intercourse is not the object of politics 
[boredom is the cause of social intercourse without expectant politic object] 

to be formal 

build a school build an army build a road campaign shake hands kiss babies vote 

to be informal 

the letter to the editor regarding the pothole 

to be informal 

the letter to the editor regarding the problem with cats 

to be informal 

the bicycle fun ride from city hall to the avenue bar and back with superstar 
tour de france winner lance armstrong sunday at eleven am in the newspaper 

to be informal 

warm winter [eh] hope the water table holds 

to be informal 

whether politics can exist without object 
[is there something you wanted to ask me? (said the senator at open office 

hours)] 

to be informal 

[...] and upon ten deliberative weeks the group of ten gave their final policy 
report to someone who had money 

to be informal 

the planted tree and the dirtied hands of the planters is art [aesthetic] 

to be informal 

and the city beautification commission budgeted ten percent of every roadway 
project and made recommendations to the mayor 

to be informal 

were maple syrup for a visa card with raised lettering at the tree 
were three eggs for sugar from the neighbor 

to be informal 

were an introduction 
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the captive the islanded 

andwere knocked 
the door 

politely asked to be 
within the castle 

andwere agrarians exterior 

politely asked to be 
within the castle 

[third person omniscient] 

[nor mention an angel 
[nor mention an agreeable angel 
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the islanded 

I could swim one mile 
kicking with a floating log as not to drown with 
rucksack in trashbag 

is paradise to see 
a larger key 
to fish from shore and eat 

fronded hut for nights for sun for a mid of day 
collect water in a barrel from 
the sky 

andwhen 
to watch a surf 

sound as primitive as before I 
exist 

and after dark to sound 

a first star at twilight and 

the rest 
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sharecroppa 

owned her farm neva 

knew different age 

eight 

clover 

and a county road to ponder 

down the hill 

a kiss and 

a while in the hayloft 
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honeybees and wannabees 

were the watcher 

[emulator] 

[resembled] 

and the honeybee honey from 

the hive 

sticky 

good on sourdough toast with real butter toasted 

and bees are not mean I have heard 

just fly around the experienced 

if not to attempt to squish them 

bees die if they sting 

did you know [question] 

[pollen] 
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american psychological association foundations of social science 

ontologics are impressionable and 

pondered 

there is an article in regards to 

the dependent variable 

whether the placeboed vodka as watching a bad movie for twenty minutes 

the independent variable 

whether the recipient of the independent variable does or does not receive vodka 

in their beverage as watching a bad movie for twenty minutes 

that the potential vodka recipient and movie watcher is paid ten united states 

dollars currency for the research may or may not affect the pool of participants 

ontologics and 

there were a party once I learned more than a psychology department study 

I once observed an individual pretend to be inebriated 

I once experienced an elevated inebriated state in the midst of a particular 

experience 

experimental psychology has rules including 

a particular process to publishing results and interpretations 

there were aristotle invented social science 

a categories and 

qualitative and 

convincing were to say otherness to address 

ontologics and assumptions may or may not tend toward a generalization to other 

individuals 

to say aristotle is to say poetics presented and 

politics were social were 

poetics 

influential 

persuasive dissuasive 

causative 

categorical 

social causative 
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the mirror in the mirror 

caught 

perspective 

[mirrors are two dimensional] 

[[they] cannot get out] 

there is a building behind one mirror 

there is a forest behind one mirror 

[[they] 

and in the dark 

and in the day when the light 

and next to the two dimensional linens 

and next to the tooth paste 

and windex on occasion 
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I would not care to travel to a place with wild lions 

nor tigers 

I have heard rhinoceri may be aggressive and 

hippopotami 

swampy alligator areas may be good for airboating I would unlikely care to 

travel to alligator areas nor the invasive snake python boa constrictor are the same 

polar bears may be more aggressive than grizzly bears and how I would enjoy a 

travel to the north pole 

I once slept in a car instead of a tent in regards to a bear security alert 

and mosquitoes [not so much of an interest] [however] I have heard of twelve 

inch diameter heads of lettuce in mosquito areas 

the problem with sharks [ ] and deepwater swimming 

there was a surfer lost her arm to a shark 

pterodactyls are extinct as for a ponderance of airborne predators 

and cooties 

to see a local with cooties on the travel brochure 

I may travel elsewhere 
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patterns of inheritance 

the family tree 

were the son unto 

the son 

patterns of inheritance 

and the matrilineal 

[another] 

is social to say generations of humanity 

and nature [too] 

and nature in an original consideration were 

exterior to humanity 

a forest is reproductive and 

the natural selection 

a generations of maples [still] 

and what survives challenge and resembles the same 

nor the animal kingdom attached to the ground 

interspecies competition 

what an environment allows 

andwhat owl 

one mile away exactly andwhat owl [another] 

[another] one mile away exactly 

the territory of the owl nor the territory of 

the fox beneath the branches of the tree 

[a territory still] [for the fox] 

and migrations the herbivore 

patterns of inheritance were 

species survival [ultimately] 

andwhat pride the family name to regard 

a generations in one place 

andwere formal authority andwere moral spirited authority 

[advantage] [were competition] [may be disadvantage to the regional same] 
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the oldest [thing] I own 

aesthetic material 

utility material 

the milk glass 

the dairy milk glass 

the dairy milk goblet 

the wooden handle screwdriver 

on sentiment 

chocolate milk 

on holding old tools 

the oldest [thing] in the world with reference to humanity 

some obsidian arrowhead cannot be carbon dated 

and I have questions of glacial theory and theory may be the oldest [thing] in 

the world with reference to humanity 

[the theory of lightning] 

theory causes action belief causes action 

glass will not age 

near certainty for one to believe time existed afore their birth more certain 

than speculative speculative and speculation is meant to consider the future 

[that] time exists afore [one] exists [one] grants themself a ponderance of 

preexistence in their absence for what is present is evidence of a past like 

archaeology 

I own greek coins of three thousand years ago [patina'd] [copper] [crusted] 

I own wooly mammoth beads of ten thousand years ago and wooly mammoths are no 

relation to humanity 

I own petrified wood and petrified wood is no relation to humanity 

and the boomerang is old and I do not own a boomerang [the boomerang is a 

concept] [the boomerang is a shape] [werefor hunting |still| originally] [and returns 

for the child] 
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the wooden baseball bat 

nor grip but wood 

the glove 

and the batting cage 

louisville slugger 

the broken bat another 

in the dugout 

seventy five miles per hour 

from the machine 

nolan ryan threw one hundred and four miles per hour 

the change up forty miles per hour 

and the batter does not know what is 

pitched 

one is a fast two is a curve three is a change up four is a knuckle 

nor the batting cage 

and the swing 

twelve pitches near to the same 

a two dollar token 

little league speed 

thirty five miles per hour 

and an ash tray near by 

the wooden baseball bat 

thirty four inches 

national collegiate athletic association players use aluminum 

a ball bounces further off an aluminum bat 

a ball sounds better from a wooden baseball bat 

[crack] 
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aesop the presocrat 

[about] 
the time democracy is a thought 
[among some of every ten] 
there were animals like 
the eagle 
ate a baby fox and 
the fox did not get angry 

a thing [about] city states and the emergency of city states 
one lion is not another lion and 
the fish are known by the netmen 

nature is appreciable 
many [ways] many [geographies] 
and the relativist I do not know 
the cobbler has never left his [place] 
the baker has never left his [place] 
the homemaker has never left her [place] 

there are fish in mediterranean cisterns 
speak of the fish 
aesop 

and the clouds 
do the clouds count 
aesop 
speak of the clouds 
what lesson in the clouds 
aesop 
in the wind 
in the inanimate 
in the unbrained 

the snake is phallic 
has a ball of snake babies all at once one thousand at a time with an absent 

masculine snake nor preparatory for the snakelings [they are born and 
say ten percent live of four hundred snakelings 

and there was a bear a little bear the size of an adult human's shoulders in 
heighth 

ate berries and rodents 
the shy bear 

and the lesson of the deer 
and the lesson of the turtle is the shelled organism immune from predation 
and the lesson of the camel is water 
and the lesson of the frog is change 

andwhen aristophanes 

andwhen socrates 

andwhen before common era 
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ambient rain 

is a sound and 

a covered light for 

the dripping trees near leaved 

there is an hollowness 

a wetted roads and 

a clouds do slowly drift 

[by] 

nor the birds sought shelter 

a clouds do slowly drift 

[by] 

in time for the sunset 
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east of canada 

were nature for canada to be called 

manyqueens [constitutional monarchy] 

the explorer and 

the lighthouse and 

cessation 

a migrations 

an industrializations 

a promised lobster for lunch every lunch 

were nature 

and winter [when] 

and papered walls with hung lamps 

prosperity starts with a word 

and what is native 

three fish and one seed in one dirt hole 

for thanksgiving eventual 

o how 

civilization 

and the ocean as the ocean were and 

admirable 

the port 

the harbor 

and a ships return from the horizon 

go again 
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the concept 

the instrument of no material 

I do not know 

axiology 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and number is material 

and zero is no number 

and nominalism 

and comparativism 

and qualitation 

and quantitation 

and color 

I do not know 

axiology 
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compass with an air bubble is 

good for underwater ponderance 

there once was a wave 

my first time in the ocean 

swept me upside down and again 

bonked my head against the sandy bottom 

the saltwater did not cause pain to my open eyes 

air bubbles from the turning waves 

were not all upward because of the churned wave 

one can drown without air 

I found the surface found the shore 

watched the 

sandcastle builders 

had a ham sandwich 

got sunburnt 

sat on a towel 

had a gatorade 

and the compass with the air bubble 

[really] 

there are six directions I could demonstrate with 

a fetish 

and the stars when I camp are 

above me when 

I sleep 
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before the coalescence of the sabbath 

before the big bang 

before genesis 

and the gregorian calendar 

a similar sentiment to common era [perhaps] [that a timely structure exist] 

[operatively] 

the seventh of seven days reserved biblically as the sabbath [were the day god 

rested] 

and worship 

and thanksgiving is a national holiday 

a hunters and gatherers give thanks 

and worship 

the seventh day the sabbath were once an academic moment mentioned by one 

professor of a moment in another professor's office 

my interpretation: a quiet experience a contemplative experience a question a 

ponderance a mutual ponderance 

[...] and academic 

and worship 

sunday church as a child religious formation as a child may be preparatory were 

baptism were sunday school were first communion were catechism were confirmation 

sunday is my sabbath 

I have heard of other faith's sabbath as saturday and friday 

and the guttenberg printing press were the dissemination of the bible previously 

copied page by page by handwriting into leaded letters efficiently reproduced exactly 

and the idea of manifest destiny I do not know 

and what is theory 

storytelling is the storyteller's 

_ 

and of science and of big bang theory 

what social impact is theory 

_ 

and of storytelling as print and print culture 

what public relations does not shake hands originally or dogma 
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bemidji water 

I once saw a photograph 

I can imagine 

a man knee deep in reed water 

pulling a canoe 

water flows downhill 

one rivulet connects to 

another rivulet a stream captures 

another stream 

downhill 

where a waters meet 

confluence the 

soil is saturated 

water atop the soil 

downhill 

confluence 

and the standing body of water 

still 

echoes at night when 

the moon 

among the trees 

the open gulf eventual 

I once saw a photograph it were 

a man pulling a canoe in shallow water 

until 

downwater 

the canoe to float with the man and paddle inside 

a water must be deep enough for a boat 

andwere stream capture 
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the illustrated text 

pen and ink 

I have never seen an illustration of imagination 

I have seen an illustration of a flying machine 

I have never seen an illustration of an imagination 

what cause an imagination 

what is caused by imagination 

I have never seen an illustration of imagination 

were I to illustrate an imagination an imagination would be 

• 

[evidentiary] 

an illustration of imagination is boring 

[I may as well say in lettered symbolic forms [imagination] = [•] 

there is a concept 

[demonstration] 

may resemble 

[presentation] 

and pen and ink require 

[coordination] 

with 

paper 

cotton paper 

india ink 

nib 

• 
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nine percent carbon dioxide 

the botanics of the forest consume 

itwere summer and 

silent occasional 

the ornithological species [squawk] 

anda lawnchair among 

canopy 

above green were 

a leaves like chlorophyll were 

green 

smell 

therewere air to breathe and 

one hundred percent 

air 

the smell is the air is chlorophyll humid 

nine percent of which 

the gaseous compound carbon dioxide 

[and seventy percent nitrogen fills a space 

[and twenty one percent oxygen fills a space 

[and other rounds one hundred percent 

a plant and a mouse in sylvia plath's bell jar can live forever 

[so the mouse breathes oxygen per breath of air so the mouse expels carbon 

dioxide per exhalation of breath 

[so the chlorophyll tree breathes carbon dioxide per breath of air so the 

chlorophyll tree expels oxygen per exhalation of breath 

[...] and the bell jar 

a vehicle like the safe volvo squareback a vehicle like the four wheel 

volkswagen squareback expels carbon monoxide which is not carbon dioxide and can be 

fatal to chlorophyll tree and mouse alike 

carbon dioxide will put out a fire 

a fire requires oxygen to burn in addition to wood fuel liquid fuel 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

in addition to flint and steel [spark] 

the natural state of air as composed of nine percent carbon dioxide is a 

symbiotic relationship atween an exhalatory respiratory processing of plant and animal 

the green 

the cactus 

the deciduous 

the conifer 

the succulent 

and lichen were fungus and requires no air 

and seaweed I would assume 

nor the flower of the plant with pollen to inhale 

and the airplant requires air 

and the koala and the eucalyptus is another relationship 

and the panda and the bamboo 

and the root vegetable smells good awhile boiling 

and the rotten turned soil of the farmer is good for the next season 

in the winter when 

an ice on the ground and a wind nothing grows 

nor a new air 

fresh nor a new air 

nor new production of oxygen by a botanical species until 

a thaw andwhen 

buds neartime a pollen starts 

the bees 
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a water cuts through stone 

a seismic activity moves geologic plates 

an air cuts through stone 

a national park employees use pulaskis 

could float once 

now a dam the entire length stopped because of one two and or more dams 

only a seventeen day river trip 

al gore and a swamper took in the two thousand and tens after a hanging chad set 

he and his journalism master of divinity senatorial vice presidency including his 

resume of inventing the internet 

so just the two of them seventeen days 

all meals prepared 

camping on a sandshore 

without wind because a canyon walls one half mile and more and 

late sunrise because a canyon walls 

brown water nor the only silted river and brown water 

a dams were hoover the first 

two years a cement to harden after each pour of two dump trucks of cement 

a dams and glen canyon dam are a stop the colorado atween and withing now 

theodore roosevelt's grand canyon national park supervised by the united state bureau 

of the interior 

beneath the glen canyon dam above which a water is seven hundred feet deep a 

water exits the dam downriver toward the grand canyon ofwhich the colorado once cut 

the grand canyon and will continue to cut the grand canyon beneath the glen canyon dam 

a water is forty degrees colder than the water on the surface of the seven hundred 

feet deep lake on the dammed side of the river bywhich different species exist than 

once existed in an open water where there were no dam because of the water temperature 

beneath the tall dam 

and the swamper the free float the free paddle 

and the wind against sandstone removes sandstone sand by sand the wall dissolves 

the pulaski is a trailbuilding tool and 

there is a steel hiking bridge across the colorado 

the national park ranger remains at the national park ranger cabin in the bottom 

of the cabin for twelve weeks [phantom ranch] 

sequestered 

watching river people float on rafts and kayaks toward hoover dam with their 

gear 
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the keeper of the birdfeeder 

filled seeded nor 

only 

the quiet job of the birdfeeder and 

there were more to the ground spent 

birdseed 

to the ground intentions for 

a ground animals 

the chipmunks some say ground squirrels I say chipmunks and 

the tree squirrels eat 

the birdseed from the keeper of the birdfeeder 

there are rabbits nor the birdseed and stand near the robins eating 

worms 

the rabbits and robins are no bother to one another nor 

the keeper of the birdfeeder 

the birdseed on the ground 

I eventual learned is for the midnight deer 

six at a time deer exactly where 

the keeper of the birdfeeder tosses birdfeed birdseed 

the pigeons eat the birdseed on the ground 

the pigeons are new 

condominiums have been constructed in every direction within an half mile radius 

resembling a municipal environment moreso than previous 'suburban agrarian of 

former farmland' 

the pigeons are chubby birds and 

to my experience 

eat french fries in city parks as leftovers as well as pizza crusts 

make a cooing sound 

exist at cathedrals with gargoyles as well 

the keeper of the birdfeeder is indiscriminatory inthat anyone can eat 

the birdseed thrown on the ground though 

private property which 

I can appreciate 

of the feeders 

filled 

mine were first five years prior to their feeders nor so elaborate 

in the winter 

a birds eat seed when there is little elsewhere 

a natural birds survive naturally and 

eat birdseed because of birdseed's availability 

through march when new generations are born having gestated in a nest 

when the weather is fine and 

natural food still and 

the birdseed still 
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sundown direction from 

the midwest 

in winter cornfields and stubble poke through a remnant last year's corn 

a winter sundown is cold and fast 

a color quick and 

cold 

a summer are a clouds obscure a downing sun cause color yellow to red to purple 

the clouds and black 

and the clouds contain a color one instant after the sun is done 

and the heavenly light after rainfall with and without rainbow and the smell is 

cause for nonwind and adoration 

a sundown is divine is a sundown not divine and 

unique every sundown 

the top of a three bedroom home in tucson 

a sundown goes on a while 

she was playing classical guitar anyway 

after she asked 'is that an rc gorman?' downstairs 

and a light grows dark eventual and an atmospheric cooling and realization time 

to climb down from the rooftop 

I once saw a moon from a sand dune nor a moon a sundown and quite appreciative 

astronomically 

I have played at a beach in swimwear and barbecued on the same day and changed 

clothing when the sun went down and the weather turned cool on the pacific ocean I 

recall a ship on the horizon nor a sundown for memory 

and there were oscar mayer something or other grilled and people standing in the 

sand sand gets cold to feet after sundown 

sundown direction from the midwest 

from madison wisconsin 

resolved the earth travels around the sun 

lincoln nebraska is one greenwich mean time from madison and or the mountain 

time zone looks toward the pacific ocean for sunsets and 

the international date line were one to ponder their watch 

eg picnic and wine gathering looks to the west 
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conscious of its own consciousness 

the mind 

apperceives 

interpretation of experience as along 

a temporalism [s] 

the philosophy of the mind 

the speculatives of 

and what certainty for 

the taste preference of chocolate ice cream upon vanilla ice cream 

what certainty for preference I will say 

[preference] 

nor speculative to say preference and 

more certain to interpret a future upon 

a certain past 

an interpreted pattern is the speculation and 

a features of a material form are discoverable 

acted upon say 

apperception [tertiararily] 

the material copper is softer than brass 

more malleable 

applicable in [what] circumstance were [what is learned] 

[what] is known is [what] is taught 

the concept [apperception] were to the teacher to consider [of] the student's 

learning 

is a dictionary to explain 

copper is aesthetic 

copper may patina 

and 

the development of preference 

[learned] as of material properties and 

of [oneself] 

nor so rigid a properties as material properties [as objectivity] 

[ontology] is a field of study 

[poetics] is a presentation of study 
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ambient sounds: descriptory the aviary 

a loudest chatter 

the bird within the forest I do not know 

it is late afternoon soon the sun will down in the west 

the grass will cool and the robins will make no sound hopping about to worm 

for now a bumble bee against an interior screen 

and the defensive chirp again chirp again chirp 

a varieties of birds are territorial including 

the midnight owl and the midnight owl an hoot away and the other owl 

one can sketch in colored pencil an ornithological species 

one can carry an nfl sideline espn handheld satellite receiver to record 

birdsound 

the woodpecker pecking unto the neardead tree for termites 

the tree scurry the tree squirrel 

cacophony and 

turnal at twilight quieting 

when the crickets in late summer 

when the fireflies start and without sound but to watch 

a jay makes a sound 

a cardinal makes a sound 

a crow makes a sound 
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woman 

were the marm classroom comes to mind 

_homemaker_ is a title 

_ 

what eyes intent and 

fertile and 

judged 

for having been [then] 
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and I sat with the leader of the marching band until halftime 

and she had on her tall band hat with the eight inch feather above the top 

held her electric bass guitar in her lap 

[that is why] 

[she was the leader of the band] 

[everyone else with strap on drums] 

[everyone else with trumpets and tubas] 

[everyone else with flutes] 

[everyone else a mace] 

[and trombone] 

[everyone else a carrying xylophone] 

she the four string bass and someone pushed her amp in the marching band the amp 

was on wheels and the amp pusher wore a marching band outfit and they marched at 

halftime and the rest of the football game the marching band sat in an area of the 

bleachers all wearing the band outfits and I was privileged to sit with her except for 

during halftime when she was the leader of the band 

I once sang the national anthem in shoulder pads with the choir before the game 

another year I am not aware if the leader of the band is aware I once sang the 

national anthem before the game wearing shoulder pads to play in the football game 

and would she be impressed I play the gcea four string electric ukulele plugged 

into a fender amp [and no one knows] 
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arrow one 

the advocacy of creative writing curriculum 

united states department of the interior bureau of indian affairs 

_ 

[2024] 

the scratch of the pencil and 

a sound is forgotten 

among 

verse 

and 

prose 

The reddish horse near the trough and the woodlog fence against the barn were 

pastoral.  The lotted fence is dirt aneath; -and long grass all about.  In passing, a 

county road. 

and the blue lined binder paper, the red line margin, reread and [put] into the 

folder 
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It's raining, it's pouring, The old man's snoring.  He got into bed And bumped 

his head And couldn't get up in the morning. 

mother goose 

dear diary: today it rains there is water on the ground precipitation the wet 

grass I avoid puddles I wear a raincoat 

rain on the window 

the smell having rained 

and will the flowers and will the plants 

pollen and a large bumble bee and it is not summer 

today the rain were nimbus cumulonimbus and a rainclouds pass like picnic clouds 

this time west to east 

and the fields near have not been planted the fields have not been turned and 

the fields are wet 

and to wake with a sound of rain nor thunder today nor threatening rain 

_ 

I like weather 
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gaol . cage 

[pr. gow'l] 

to put someone in a cage 

to be within a cage 

to have been put within a cage 

to put an animal in a cage 

to put an animal in a cage disciplinarily 

to put an animal in a cage punitively 

[the pavlovian will not use a cage] 

to have been put within a cage in society's interest 

[and the object of discontent were [...]] 

and sartre is no cage and conversational 

and saint anselm is no study of cages 

and to look within [onto ontos ontogeny] 

and phylogeny and its containments octopi have eight legs nor opposable thumbs 

the limits of octopi may be their absence of lungs anyway because octopi live 

under saltwater surfaces 

those with gills live underwater are contained underwater 

those with lungs require oxygen require air with oxygen above water and there is 

no air above the highest clouds those with lungs are contained within air 

the limits of being are a cage 

the boundaries of being are a cage 

say flesh 

say traveling distance 

say what one prefers to do and cannot regardless the reason 

say the frozen ice on the lake is boundary to sunbathing 

the act of god the tornado tore the home from its foundation and the cage of 

fear of the tornado the act of god the avalanche the act of god the hurricane the act 

of god the snowfall the act of god the rainbow the act of god the flood the act of god 

the volcano the act of god the forest fire the act of god the animal death the act of 

god the human death 

nor I 

the first to mention 

man versus god 

man versus nature 

man versus man 

man versus himself 

the act of god when there is no longer sensation of an individual unto themself 

the act of god erosion and what a water carries and leaves a trail of dry creek for 

the next rain the act of god [how] a flora and fauna die decompose and brought again 

in a new generations' roots and fruit 
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posthumous corporatization in someone else's name 

[interest] 

and the elevation of interest 

is dictionary 

andwere dead the name begun deceased [b2022†2023] and 

headstone 

fitted into the soil [remains] 

[name] 

were propaganda an advocacy 

were profit a sentimental regards upon a salad dressing 

were one's own emotions to say [billboard] at one's own cost 

and the registered title [that] nor 

other 

corporately regard 

the registered title [that] 

taxes properly 

the internal revenue service the department of revenue 

or nonprofit thereof as corporation 

andwere the nonprofit [ever] to make profit [nor] 

the faith based 

the secular 

and the name the economic interest to those of legal interest in taxation 

registration nor 

canonical 

[entitlement] is a hobbesian concept 

and to run out of names in the baby naming book from barnes and noble 

[then] 
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on the conformity of women 

on the ascription of heroes by men 

paternalism 

parentalism 

I participated in the scripps howard spelling bee in sixth grade there was one 

girl who defeated me among three fifth grade classed and three sixth grade classes in 

an assembly in front of the entire kindergarten through sixth grade school the top 

three spellers went to the county spelling bee atwhich; -in the sixth round I 

misspelled psychadelic psychedelic a thing regarding word play is letter play and 

paternalism is parentalism with letters juxtaposed 

on the conformity of women 

on the subjugation of women in interpreting nonconformity 

on the subjugation of women by interpreting conformity 

andwere 1:50% 

ontology and a ponderance of the ontology of a woman 

deception in another's interest 

and I carry a pen and pencil set 
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grocery list 

green onions 

orange peppers are colorful are sweet 

peanut butter 

never mind 

and milk and jim beam 

target sells bison and I am not seeking bison today 

tomorrow is the sabbath and I plan to go to the buffet at hilton downtown uptown 

so only pineapples for tomorrow night 

and the turkish american blend tobacco seems to be good on quantity for the 

moment 

one big head of cabbage 

some sweet sweet dressing to go with the head of cabbage 

anda skör adult toffee bar at the checkout line 

_ 

the penny gumball machines 

the twenty five cent pac man just one and 

the fitty cent kiddy ride outside 

_ 

the carousel 

goes in circles 

people sit on horses 

some people sit on unicorns 

there once was an elephant 

goes in circles 

there may be a bench on the carousel for the concerned parent to 

sit near their first time infant on the horse of their 

choice 
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the carousel and there were no carnival 

is the county fair I attend five miles away 

where the traveling ferris wheel I have never 

ridden 

and the livestock there is a groomed cow by a future farmer to be 

judged 

a funnel cakes 

the carousel rounds and rounds like 

the giant machine empty on the inside and everyone stands with their backs to 

the perimeter and the machine whirls and whirls and the floor drops out and people are 

suspended by centrifugal force 

is a carousel is the giant centrifugal force machine not a carousel 

among the varieties of carousels 

and the twist o whirl 

and the disneyland teacups a carousel were there an objectivity to definition 

tell your children what is and what is not a carousel 

they spin 'round 

the carnival and the carnivale nor ritual and to say calendar 

the antique carousel 

the carved two concentric rows of horses for date night and 

hand painted 

were it thirty feet diameter it were thirty feet diameter orbiting 

the center organ grinding chime-ish haunt of 

boardwalks like 

ice cream is a boardwalk and 

ponderance at sundown is a boardwalk on a wooden pier rail 

and the boardwalk is permanent 

and the carnival is harvest and carnivale is harvest and ritual 

experience is not phenomenology experience is not ontology experience is not 

history 

and the good carousel requires a ticket 
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mother in poetry 

were voice were object 

I am no mother 

regard 

were first experience I do not recall 

fetal 

what is heard and [sensical] nor 

an early infancy say 

language is a mother's to an infant [fromwhich] and 

what environment is the infant's exposure were 

the mother's [put] 

the first to say a poet exists and 

language 

the mother is a mother in poetry 

a mother gives birth 

a mother nurtures 

poetics is inclusive of metaphor 
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ascension were an angels first appeared 

were death an innocent and 

an hardness of material 

the ascended [for 

where else heaven resides] 

and they were not dead is to interpretation I am not certain 

risen 

because I respect a celeste were 

a stars as now 

as far to grant I do not know and to say 

memory a dated time 

were stone I have seen unmarked and 

etched with numbers the same stone 
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whitman's style 

the athlete at the race and the ribbon the twenty spectators and the gun the 

race the quick race the women in straw sunhats and dresses for sunday a clouds and a 

grass near to the track a ten footracers in shorts from the city spring is the city to 

the meadowed clearing for the annual race and the flour sack to mark the start another 

to mark the finish with the ribbon is said every year the winner gets bragging rights 

and a fresh turkey and some tokens for the store 

at the mark and the pistol sounds loudly there are no grandstands like a county 

horserace elsewhere and there is no interference by a watchers to qualify for the race 

one only sign up and the men bring their pipes and wear coats until it gets too hot 

summer is around the corner and not yet 

the lemonade lady with free lemonade a tree to rope ones' horses to 

the splendid nature of wholesome sundays is the sabbath and it were not until 

the afternoon a winner is decided upon much informal pomp the children playing with 

flowers in dresses and collared shirts 

last year the winner finder young outpaced finneus homer by a step and returns 

again this year in lane four 

finder young wins again this year and takes the ribbon 

accolades 

and smiles and handshakes 

and bragging rights 

and a people shuffle to their commution and the walkers walk the rutted path to 

where they began their day 
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apperception 

unto what is already known 

to assume an experiential origins were 

a body of knowledge [ken] 

a new experience may be a challenge to an existing experiential origins of 

understanding 

a new experience may be a supplement to a body of knowledge 

apperception: the assimilation of a new with an existing body of knowledge [ken] 

is a definition 

'today I learned [...]' is a feeder department's anthem 

and I require a smaller fish hook for my fishing pole to catch blue gills I 

learned at age eight and there is a preferable pier to fish from I learned last week 

by watching the four year old catch blue gill after blue gill with his parent 

and I shall use bits o nightcrawlers instead of salmon eggs 

and there are twenty six letters in the alphabet and the smiley face is not a 

letter 

and the dictionary pages are numbered 

and a reversal of meaning is easily prefixed apperceptively 

and pocket dictionaries do not fit in pockets 

[...]and in regards to beginning one's education in psychology and finding a 

path to pedagogical research by way of philosophy; -as did william james 
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cinnamon 

the ice cream kind and 

french toast 

aphrodisiac 

I call her 

and cinnamon poofs from the spice jar unto 

the macchiato top 
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anise 

and good and plenty 

the little spoon in india 

indian cabernet 

my wine opener has a sticker says 

made in india 

licorice and anise 

the hard shell of candy 

the movie theater 

[I prefer raisonnettes] 

[raisonettes are not social] 

[raisonettes are for adults] 

[like skör] 

hold out your hand 

the little spoon in india 

for your curry 

[and thai curry is spicier] 

[and with pineapples] 

[I will not mention] 

[a thai restaurant will not have anise] 

[and good and plenty] [like] 

[the little spoon in india] 
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an invented biography the talented writer 

aristophanes is 

a woman of 

five feet ten inches one hundred twenty one pounds proportion 

as jean of arc to be in fifteen hundred years 

were she disgruntled 

lysistrata 

the story of a women's of two locales with their men fighting 

to withhold sex 

that a perennialism of fighting by the men of both groups stop 

aristophanes is a woman and 

inso publishing the power of women 

may or may not be enlightening to woman of the time period 

four hundred and seventy years before christ and thirty years before socrates 

papyrus is abundant 

and vegetables and grog 

people are figuring democracy to be written in the near future and 

those who were not people seemed to eat well 

a city states 

originally inclusive of athens and 

the others including the spartans likely had tractors in addition to their 

hammered magnets 

aristophanes 

unlike those who had not shaved [ever] 

smelled like those who had not shaved [ever] 

the dialogics of theatre are unique from plato; -as well unique from the 

monologics of aristotle 

theatre is entertaining whereby plato's dialogics are thoughtful 

lysistrata as theatre includes a cast with papier mache penises of a variety of 

eighteen inch shapes on the exterior of a leotards likely the actors create the shape 

of their costumes however 

the withholding by the women who were not wearing penises is the course of the 

play as written as well the theatrical production 

and what do a disgruntled men do 

aristophanes wrote birds and clouds as well and I do not recall birds and clouds 

after having read birds and clouds 
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in the morning you will be blind 

and the other 

in the morning you will have epilepsy 

_ 

the municipal library cool in the summer 

the annual heat wave 

once or twice 

in the winter the heating shelter for frigid temperatures in the summer the 

cooling shelter for heat waves 

upstairs there is a meeting room where poets with an audience 

the childrens' library with small stage downstairs 

at the end of may I plan to listen to the united states poet laureate ada limón 

at the municipal performance center across the street from the municipal library 

on the nonfiction floor of the municipal library I located an archived telephone 

book of the year I moved to the municipality 

landline telephones connect to walls in kitchens my first cellular telephone was 

in two thousand and three the cellular telephone was a flipphone 

libraries are boring 

libraries offer a particular quiet unique from museums unique from churches 

and the coffee shop at the municipal library was short lived and I never ordered 

a coffee at the municipal library coffee shop anyway 

and the giant twelve foot tall by five feet wide two inch thick plate glass door 

to the volunteer gift shop happened before I could witness I am quite certain the 

falling plate glass made a giant crashing sound landing upon the mostly hard floor and 

I am mostly certain municipal insurance will cover the cost anyway 

and the nearby art library has overstuffed chairs to relax and ponder just like 

barnes and noble and starbucks coffee used to have and I would like to put in a 

mention; -however, study carrels are significant and should be kept 

as for books 

one dollar paperback two dollar hardcover and half price volunteer discount 

a library has a limited amount of space and duplicate copies are sold and 

eventually donated 

I once visited a used book store and found a dumpster full of nonsaleable 

merchandise I peeked into the dumpster found five acceptable books to me I kept tom 
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sawyer and the adventures of huckleberry finn and took the three other books in my 

hand back into the very same used book store and they gave me three dollars instore 

credit for the three books from their dumpster the moral is: a material literature has 

been accumulating since the guttenberg press and may or may not be good as fertilizer 

whether the paper is acid free or no 

so 

about lake erie 

cleveland may or not be similar to gary indiana inthat both are at a southern 

end of a great lake thus much wind and other underwater and overwater environmental 

factors may influence biologies in the areas eg I was in clevelend in approximately 

late winter and there was what I understood to be a 'fishkill' inwhich one hundred 

feet of a variety of whitefish were dead and blown to the southern shoreline and 

smelled putridly afterwhich I visited the geology museum afterwhich I visited case 

western university to pick up a brochure 

I still have a gallon container of windshield wiper fluid from cleveland because 

there was slush on the road 

_ 

an article on the rice gatherers of the great lakes region mentions an old 

harvest of wild rice in the great lakes region wild rice is long grain and takes a 

while to cook palatably and serve with milk [including breast milk] with sweetness to 

an infant 

I have driven through the gary indiana area and have noticed a marshland and 

possibly similar in the cleveland area were there no large city 

walt whitman describes manhattan new york in indigenous language of mannahatta 

as grassland similar to john steinbeck's long island new york nearby 

and rivers and waters are boundaries most frequently 

straight lines on a paper map indicate a geopolitical boundary and are not so 

much related to geographic features 

_ 

on the bounded 

on the unbounded 

on the unmoved mover [is a secular concept and is attached to no axiology] 
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concentricities of age do not exist 

and to regard evolution 

and to regard foundations 

is 

senile 

is claim atory 

and species were animal husbandry to the six hundred kilogram bovine 

the pavlovian 

the obese pavlovian 

and the style of the species is attention to their environment in way with their 

godly form 

and the texas instrument calculator in fifth grade age ten nor before inwhich 

teaching time a plus minus times division tables are memorized 

and algebra in sixth grade inwhich x + 1 = 2 inwhich x = 1 

nor 

the a squared plus b squared equals c squared and 

the theoretician prover theoremist postulatist and to say recognition 

the mean one hundred 

the standard deviation thirty 

albert einstein two standard deviations above the mean 

one hundred sixty eight 

intelligence quotient 

interest is disciplinary is not interest disciplinary 

[vocational] [question] 
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free syllable haikus: animals 

free syllable sonnets 

orpheus is no whale nor I recall having eaten orpheus and 

the mammoth 

extinct 

with bones in the snow and smelly flesh on warm summer days 

exposure is 

the siberian peninsula [gone] 

one month of every summer 

the museum gift shop sold three thousand year old greek coins with a calcium 

remover kit for children 

the museum gift shop sold a strand of woolly mammoth beads on a necklace 

the museum gift shop sold a wine opener from india and no place sells india wine 

excepting under the table ten dollars cabernet sauvignon and chardonnay 

the museum gift shop sold a clay pipe 

the whale 

the seal 

the seagull 

and the wind from the water 

cold ocean day 

a small waves one and again the hypnotics of waves 

a cloud 

it is springtime 

a leaves return 

the bumble bee trapped in my screened patio cannot 

be the same bumble bee as yesterday 

and bumble bees are no honey bees 

and blue gills are like sunfish 

the small hook nor 

bobber 

and stone soup is a local stone like 

a shiny object is a local stone 

and the last ingredient [striated] [from my back yard] 
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old technology plugs into a wall 

and water from a faucet 

[how] 

a convenience 

I once jumped into standing water lathered and rinsed and had campcoffee 

a convenience 

and maslow a first to mention the obvious 

air precedes dehydration precedes starvation precedes nudity precedes shelter 

from the storm and 

an exclamatory [o] an expression of having reached nirvana 

[o-ism] 

o my 

o bejeezus 

o mama 

o holy 

o horror o horror 

o [speechless] 

and language is not intentional 

[o] 

old technology plugs into a wall 

nor the eight track cassette player has a nine volt adaptor 

and old butter 

and the apples on the autumn ground require raking 

the rotten apples are not rotten bananas 

to make bread the apples need raking 

and the conifer forest requires [raking] [because] [you] [have] [been] [bad] 

[and] [you] [need] [be] [disciplined] [and] [I] [brought] [you] [into] [this] [world] 

[and] [I] [can] [take] [you] [out] 

[and bring in wood for the morning] 

the black and white television plugged into the wall 

the laundry iron plugged into the wall 

were electricity legislation circa nineteen fifty inthat electricity need reach 

every home in america with wooden poles and wires atween 

and the icebox I have never known the black and white photograph of horsemen 

hauling cut ice from the lake for storage for the heat of summer 

to cool perishables [were nineteen fifties] 
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following the man with the hat 

who decided not to participate in professor olneck's class inwhich 

none of twelve were iterations 

nor professor olneck 

it was a leather cap with leather brim and I 

twenty paces behind 

in the same direction 

two or three city blocks 

[I was once told one city block in new york city is one minute to walk] 

in the sundown direction and I 

took a left at starbucks 

[he had on a dry cleaned plaid dress shirt and khaki slacks] [and] 

[walking shoes] 
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the perennial 

returns 

once planted and 

rooted 

and deciduous gone with 

the snow 

again 

when the weather warms 
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yes 

the single syllabic affirmation 

and eye contact 

nor 

intimidatory [then] 

for a question were asked 
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on poverty 

associated with united states currency 

those with united states currency may 

a sweater is forty dollars 

a bus pass is forty dollars 

on poverty 

poverty of the spirit 

a garden is less than last year for effort 

an observation of social poverty of the spirit 

pollution 

polluted drinking water 

corporate profit margin 

immorality and crime 

golden calf 

_ 

faith based charity [nonprofit for taxation reasons] 

the saint of poverty nor 

for the advocacy of poverty [though] 

for the eradication of poverty 

is and 

is not acceptable to heugeuonots [were three generations relevant] and 

who will not penny pinch 

were pancake breakfasts 

were boy scout meetings 

the basement of the money church 
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lost sentiment once forgotten 

were a photograph worthy of _life magazine_ 

a red tractor 

an american flag a wisconsin flag circling the capitol 

sunrise 

many years ago 

set aside some folder 

cannot find like 

a memory 

a ponderance 
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the visual artist the painter the calligraph 

and a shape of letters 

the material of ink and application of ink 

I saw a bible in glass 

a traveling exhibit at a museum 

once greek and 

english 

calligraphy 

entire 

a pages separated for admiration and critical admiration 
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the feral child 

a meat set down by wolves 

and found berries 

grew heavy feet fast feet 

long tangled hair 

wore a deer 

slept in a deer 

andfor language said 'eep' to all other species 
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on the aspects of journalism 

chicago manual of style is the wall street journal 

gannet's five hundred local newspapers 

ap upi reuters knight ridder an hallway an academic hallway one news syndicate 

per office washington district of columbia academia 

a news is sent printed paperboyed to doorstep 

hear ye 

the stack of dailies at walt whitman's feet age fourteen 

mannahatta 

andwere journalism the dissemination of exactitude 

and the poem 

the certain poem with 'news' inwhich 

all can agree all can agree on a particular contention 

and tomorrow's 

the journalist were as good as the last article 

andwere journalism 

and the dialogic in print 

the certain theatre inwhich 

a same contention were teleology to having read 

and tomorrow's 

the playwrite is famous again andwith 

'news' 

were ponderance 

the vehicle accident on the county road bent the guardrail 

the vehicle accident 

the snow 

the rollover of the cement truck and the contents of the cement truck will 

dam the ditch 

in the morning the world needs ditchdiggers 

a:  [espresso] [newspaper ruffle] [audible sip] [newspaper page turn] [newspaper 

page turn] I will be damned [newspaper page turn] 

b:  [with forkful of omelette] [stranger] did you hear of the cement truck 

overturned [question] 

a:  uh huh and the sale at macy's [newspaper page turn] 

b:  [milk mustache] 
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on the varieties of columbia 

columbia university 

columbia river 

columbia missouri 

christopher columbus 

was a sailor sailed the atlantic 

and I am not certain who amerigo vespucci is 

and magellan 

and christopher columbus has a finger within a crypt in spain nor the rest of 

him 
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yellow dandelions go on one's chin 

and wine I have heard 

pluck 

the yellow 

onto the chin of another 

one's own 

clockwise 

counterclockwise 
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apperceptions: 

street vendors 

silver is a ring 

chicle is chewing gum 

gucci is a wrist watch 

the tray of burritos about his neck 

the 'quick' painter paints a postcard painting in five minutes while you watch 

the chalk silhouette-ist the caricature 

the dozen roses the offramp of the highway 

the newspaper at the rush hour 

the thin tshirt with the regional excitement 

the giant tank of nitrous oxide the whippet balloon the dirt parking lot 

the open hurricane bar on the sidewalk 

the open guitar case the blues guitar 

summative 

whether to look at the woman sitting on the ground breastfeeding her toddler 

point nine two five silver is inexpensive because it is mined locally and or 

relations to regulations 

the burrito was good I could have used a bottle of water to go with the burrito 

john steinbeck too wrote of rocinante 

I once wore a visor at age eight at a dark of night time of tourism at 

fisherman's wharf 

there is a public rose garden in portland oregon and the perennial roses are 

dormant in winter 

a tuesday in may was a parade in new orleans with hurricane passion drink thirty 

two keep the cup ounces sold for two dollars 

and the guitarist had a block of wood duct taped to his foot for rhythm a dirt 

city block from beale street 

apperception: 

parallel parking from within a vehicle 

wheel to the right and 

the curb straighten to the left 

forward and back and forward 

place to be 
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tomorrow 

whether the united states poet laureate is approved by the united states 

president [presently president biden from delaware] or the president [presently 

president biden from delaware] appoints the united states poet laureate directly 

ada limón is the current united states poet laureate the previous united states 

poet laureate was joy harjo the first native american united states poet laureate from 

the muskogee mvskogee nation in oklahoma if I am not mistaken 

at tomorrow's reading by ada limón at the overture center in madison wisconsin I 

expect there to be a room with thirty chairs a podium for the reader I plan to bring 

one of her books to have her sign her book 

I went to a reading by bob dylan the nobel laureate in literature from stockholm 

sweden and his band and there were fifteen thousand in attendance at the overture 

center in madison wisconsin 

I listened to toni morrison answer questions for two hours at the ardrey 

auditorium in flagstaff arizona after waiting in line outdoors two hours for the free 

event sitting on the sidewalk 

I heard former united states poet laureate billy collins read from his latest 

published book at the sentry theater in stevens point wisconsin to an audience of five 

thousand for no admission cost 

I do not know ada limón's home town and I have her signature in her book 
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bad pavlovian bad pavlovian 

your untrained animal is 

innate 

and aesop the campfire moralist for a ponderance by campers 

it is dark when the campfire 

a fire is your friend 

scares away what requires scaring 

keeps a campers warm 

crackles like meditation late into the darkness 

removes biologics from meat and eggs in the morning 

and the smoke for mosquitoes 

what lurks beyond the ring of fire 

the darkness lurks beyond the ring of fire 

I do not know darkness and 

when the sunrise 

I certainly do not know darkness 

and the deer steps on a dry twig in the darkness 

and the raccoon rattles tin cans in a dumpster in the darkness 

and an owl hoots 

the nocturnal owl hoots in the darkness 

dominance is social among a same species 

a pavlovian is a human applied philosopher with teleology 

the relation of the pavlovian is to the animal 

and the yardbirds to eat from the feeder for my own reinforcement to myself 

I enjoy watching the ornithological species 

and one cannot skinnerianize themself 
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book review: the digitally comic thirty two page disney's mickey mouse in cactus 

kid without page numbers 

from the public library 

the best hand drawn comic or graphic novel of all time is calvin and hobbes 

the hand drawn comics or graphic novels having stood a test of longevity are 

peanuts family circus 

color comics began when gannet; -who owned usa today, purchased five hundred 

local sundays 

beetle bailey sure was popular huh grandpa were you in world war two 

disney animation began handdrawn frame by frame as 'flip book' animation 

political cartoons are famous for their one panel address of current events 

graphic novels may be book length comics including _persephone_ the story of a 

girl during the iranian cultural revolution and the pulitzer prize winning _maus_ the 

anthropomorphic story of mouses as speaking cultural groups during world war two 

the amazing adventures of kavalier and clay is the pulitzer prize winning story 

of the comic book industry beginning in nineteen thirties new york city by the author 

michael chabon 

archie and jughead and veronica and what's her name were popular in the nineteen 

seventies and could be found at supermarket check out lines 

comics turned violent with lobo and the first amendment was considered 

there may be an inherent separation atween comic book collectors and baseball 

card collectors 

the six comic series infinity war was made into a superhero movie 

spawn began with spider man's creator stan lee 

disney's mickey mouse in the cactus kid is a children's book children's books 

are occasionally made into movies eg where the wild things are © 1961 made into a 

movie in two thousand and something 

pluto is a canine and mickey mouse's pet and goofy is an anthropomorphic canine 

and wears clothing and speaks and is friends with mickey the anthropomorphic speaking 

and clothes wearing mouse brought to famous status by walt disney the cartoonist and 

eventual had his name on at least one theme park 'disneyland' in anaheim california 
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tools of ritual 

in filling the crucible and 

precision 

whereabouts 

the teleologics of the making of the tool is the completed tool and 

polished 

[with the others] 

[in the wooden box] 

was a shovel for earth the mineral the pickaxe brought 

from the vain 

enough to satisfy the crucible 

and the fuel in the corner whether fuel is 

lithic 

and the hand to carry the fuel to 

the lit flame 

and the glove 

and the hand to carry a liquid 

and a tool is outside of one's being 

the tongs 

the crucible 
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were bats in the rafters 

and in the bathouse 

flying varmints mammals for mosquitoes [here] 

said blood from the neck of a bovine [elsewhere] 

said fruitbats for reason [where there is fruit] 

the evolution of the bat is haeckel and 

longer ears per 

geography and 

in a generation ears within ears like receptors 

fourchambered nose and as quickly for experiment 

an evolutionary limb completed 

without favor 

rabies may not bother the bat 

were bats in the rafters 

the guano 

and twilight when 

the bats 
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patterns of inheritance 

migrations 
nor the forced migrations the 
migrations 
of prosperitied thought 

every ten thousand years 
[is it] [question] 

the seven continents rotate ideas 
[clockwise] 

nothing can be done for the weather 

nothing can be done for the constellations 

nothing can be done for the previous owners 

I saw a rainbow on another continent 
[once] 
[a double rainbow] 

a church is a place of constance 
a church is a repository 
a church is a place of ritual 
a church is a place separated from the environment in which it resides 
[there are walls] 
[there is a ceiling] [which cannot be seen through] 
[there is a door] 

and a rainbow cannot be seen from within a church 
[because of the walls] 
and to ask whether a rainbow can be celebrated separated from the environment in 

which it resides is 
[a philosophical question] [is a question of memory of the last rainbow I have 

seen] 

and the old building is stone 
and the old building is wood and 
what does not decay 

I may or may not say nature will not and cannot degrade and 
a building a church upon land is no degradation but nature 

what will degrade to see degradation 
a footpath will not degrade 
a footpath is a vandalism as [ ] 
salt will not degrade and salt is soluble salt will not degrade 
the salted earth will not degrade the earth is already salted 

[learned] is inherited is not [learned] inherited 
[innate] is inherited is not [innate] inherited 
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cloud cover 

andwere first light unto 

the hazed twilight 

the lighted east 

ambient 

[let] 

were the clouds burned 

for the sun 

away 

it will be a nice day 
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the catalyst 

to say nature 

nature is the catalyst 

and I take no responsibility to say 

nature 

to say nature were her appearance 

to say nature were satiation 

to say nature were cause 

[then] 

andwere cause 

andwere greater cause 

and to assume cause 

and to assume the idea of cause 

[I desire] 

[do I not desire] 

is a measure of behaviorism is a measure of natural consequence 

is a measure of simplicity to regard only nor 

offer 

regards 

and the questioned catalyst upon an ending upon 

the recognition of achievement 

were to know [how] 

that [again] 

that an assumption of catalysm be an entertainment at will 

and the social catalyst [the teacher] 

the teacher is natural is not the teacher natural 

[andwere the ends of teaching acceptable] 

[andwere to accept catalysm] 
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convenience store 

I once ate a piece of wonder bread squished 

and the bananas are twenty nine cents per pound 

and the antibiotic chicken I avoid 

and red slushees taste the same as purple slushees I prefer red 

brain freeze is sitting upon the curb outside the convenience store with red 

slushee I avoid is a matter of experience to avoid brain freeze brain freeze is rather 

painful and people within one's social environment continue to talk and the brain 

freezee needs act as if nothing is happening 

a convenience of convenience stores is their open hours of twenty four hours a 

day a lights buzz when no one is around near the gas pumps in the late hours and 

insects fly around the lights 

the neighborhood convenience store is a stop for a gallon of milk on the way 

home 
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authentic 

for memory the forest is the same 

[why I return] 

and the believable philosophy is 

an easy critique 

philosophy is social 

art is social 

art is presented philosophy 

need I digress to philosophy to explain art 

the school is authentic 

the school is physical 

the swim is authentic the jump in the water is wet the temperature of the water 

is fifty eight degrees 

to swim to the other shore 

the other shore is authentic I can see the other shore can I not see the other 

shore need I trust the other shore is authentic to swim to the other shore 

and the pinholes the pinhole theory of every star being a pin prick in a black 

surface the exterior ofwhich is a flaming inferno is theory is authentic as a theory 

I once had an optic telescope with glass ground lenses I traded in for half of a 

binocular with glass ground lenses the thing about monoculars is that they take only 

half the room of binoculars when packing a backpack with limited space 

only acoustic music is authentic bob dylan plugged in in nineteen fifties 

sometime and he won a literature award nor music award 

[what is is itself and recognized as itself] is denotation 

and the first time to say [I] have [never] [seen] anything like [that] before 

may or may not be a notice of authenticity 

and to train a dog is not to be inherently moral is a mention of an having 

achieved a teleologic ends pre established in training the animal 

and to establish a rule is social and to follow a rule is social upon pre 

established foundations 

to recognize [new] context may or may not be authentic 
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bone jigger 

nor I 

to have consumed from a bone 

the interior of an animal 

structure 

like smoke 

flint and steel ignites fire 

and the bone 

stein 

and the bone jigger 

what is dead 

to have heard a reincarnate story 

only the single smallest piece is 

required 

who can lift the dead from absence 

andwere the same is 

a matter of philosophy of 

experience 

regard 'tabula rasa' I do not know and 

the slate 

the speculates of philosophy 

are divinity were to believe and belief 

acted upon like ritual 

practice made of 

an act of bone tableware 

[common] 

is remembrance nor ceremonial and 

sustenance 

association 

nor reincarnate 

the smoked bone pipe inwhich tobacco were 

standard and table ware like 

[just] [that a bone as utensil] 

[mine is burl (briar)] 

[for commentary] 
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wall art: the living room 

1 

nor dewey decimal a common area books 

show books 

2 

stained glass is good 

3 

I like a vase for live flowers in a window sill 

4 

some variety of lithic mounted or leaning on the wall is good 

5 

foundational paint color is important 

6 

framed art 

  a 

  frames are intentional 

  b 

  original art is preferable 

  c 

  a favorite others may or may not appreciate 

  d 

  mirrors are art 

7 

proper intentional light is important 

8 

and a chair hanging on the wall to be used and replaced at will 

9 

velvet curtains for bookshelves may be changed and or removed every three months 

10 

large framed slate boards and clocks are good are not large framed slate 

boards and clocks good 
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a candle in athens 

the dayglo parthenon 

and the sole was lopped with goop 

candle on the evening dinner table I cannot recall there must have been a candle 

on the dinner table the salad with tomatoes was good and the parthenon to my left at 

windowside 

neon outside the retail store in thessaloniki from the third floor primitive 

room I was staying in 

athens is where the olympics began near the time of lucretius and the athenians 

competed against the city states naked a celebration of bodily health and performance 

what I imagine a sprint a marathon discus and shotput throwing jumping 

lucretius wrote of nature poetically 

_the nature of things_ as translated I have a worn trade paperback copy and 

lucretius succeeds the presocratics and socratics in the same athens two hundred years 

after 

islands around greece have magnets and magnifying glasses with ground glass 

lenses net fisherman and greek fisherman cap wearing fisherman 

and cisterns about the mediterranean region where water is salt like an ocean 

and people require fresh water a drainage of rain or river water into a cement well 

provides the freshwater and within the well are a minnows to eat bacteria and keep the 

water clean and the minnows require no maintenance for there is a miniature ecosystem 

within cisterns what I understand 

athens is old nearly as old as alexandria library in egypt vespa's were invented 

in greece if I am not mistaken and three beachgoers can fit on one vespa 

whether plurality and mythology in history in regards to city states and it were 

the bible first written in greece led to an orthodox church whether greek orthodox is 

the same orthodox as russian orthodox the weather is different 

how far the distance 

jerusalem to athens 

athens to rome 
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condensation 

scripps howard spelling bee and eleven and twelve year olds the most challenging 

word in the _1982 WORDS OF THE CHAMPIONS Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee study 

guide_ is sesquipedalian 

sesqui is a prefix 

something in regards to walking and or childhood 

anyway the important [thing] is the word is spelled accurately the eleven and 

twelve year olds need not know the definition the competitors one at a time are given 

a different word at a microphone in an auditorium the spellor may ask 'can you use the 

word in a sentence' 'can you give the definition of the word' the spellor has one 

attempt to spell properly the competitors are narrowed down to one eventually in 

washington dc annualy 

the word I lost on was 'psychadelic' properly 'psychedelic' I got the silent 'p' 

anyway sixth round in the county spelling bee of the Scripps-Howard Spelling Bee' 

con is a prefix 

ae æ is original to aesthetic æsthetic 

and episteme is or is not the prefix to ology 

and the gogy variety of pedagogue 

philo is a prefix sophie is a suffix and there is no root word 

axio may or may not be mythological 

and metaphysics is far less expensive than physics 

andwere there axiology inherent to logic I do not know 

the largest person mentioned in the guinness book of world records in 1992 was 

the obese 1062 pound man [see photo] so he broke the one thousand pound mark 

therewere a glass with ice with water onwhich condensation condensation may be 

cleaner than tapwater 

desalinization is the removal of salt from ocean water to make ocean water 

potable 
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the cartograph 

with understood lines of travel 

with compass for 

magnetic direction 

a compass points north the north pole is a barber pole planted by a trekker in 

the northern hemisphere summertime wearing cross country skis below zero gear and 

julbo glacier glasses from paris france alone 

were the satellite 

were the topography visible as hikeable 

were the satellite aerial 

there is a shadow at sun up behind the tree a long shadow 

and the library with map drawers three feet by four feet each flat maps old maps 

old names of places 

placenames are easy the first to convince others names a place 

the cartograph the student 

as far as having been 

a previous cartograph 

like scientific names of species a competition to name a species 

and the star the new star the new celestial feature a competition to name a 

celestial feature 

the expedition sponsored by the united states bureau of the interior requiring a 

qualitative summary at the end of the expedition as written into the sponsor request 

there were the mapping of the west the new west in the eighteen hundreds 

there were mapping of oceanic floors 

what is interesting 

the cartograph without nametag with backpack 

the predestination of interest requires a philosophy whether to maintain one's 

end destination course or allow for side interests while maintaining one's end 

destination or [begin without destination] 

one would be no cartographer were there no map upon a journey's end 

a map is paper with ink that others may follow similarly all or in part 
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boston massachusetts is on the atlantic ocean east of smith college 

emily dickinson was a woman in the civil war era walt whitman also published and 

self published during the civil war era ralph waldo emerson was a generation older 

than walt whitman and emily dickinson ofwhich emerson college of printing in boston 

was invented approximately fifty years ago ralph waldo emerson mentions an oversoul 

and lectured at harvard divinity school in cambridge massachusetts in approximately 

eighteen thirty 

emily dickinson wrote free syllable haiku in the spirit of jack kerouac of the 

beat poets one hundred years after 

smith college was and may or may not still be a womans' college east of canada 

nor far from amherst massachusetts where the flagship university of massachusetts is 

located along with two other private colleges 

the rich history of boston massachusetts includes cessation 

and lobstermen from ireland with union contract received lobsters for lunch 

every day as a part of their union compensation from boatowners 

horace mann red sox patriots revolution harvard does not recognize the national 

collegiate athletic association nor dartmouth I am not familiar with whether the 

undersung cornell recognizes the national collegiate athletic association 

what is a puritan and scarlet and the color of harvard university in cambridge 

massachusetts is crimson the colors of the catholic university of america in 

washington district of columbia is athletic red and black academic gold and white 

veritas veritas were both university's mottos the rockefeller started university of 

chicago replaced its counseling and psychometrics center with a pinball arcade 

gameroom 

harvard divinity school began what is now harvard in sixteen thirty four 

catholic university of america began approximately fifty years ago and is the 

first papally granted institution of higher education in the united states of america 

itwere dominican house of studies across the street from catholic university of 

america whose motto is veritas apologies nor catholic university of americas motto 

andwere the order of the preachers preceded saint thomas aquinas passed away twelve 

twenty five ad [ce] 

boston massachusetts is north of providence rhode island where john fitzgerald 

kennedy junior went to college north of connecticut north of philadelphia pennsylvania 

where the university of pennsylvania exists with notable alumni israel scheffler 

harold colton east of earlham college in indiana which is a quaker settlement college 

if I am not mistaken north of chattanooga tennessee north of the two time nobel prize 

in literature winning ernest hemingway's key west florida where polydactyl cats [six 

toed felines] exist 

there is a yacht club in boston 
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to an audience 

greetings 

there is rain started this morning 

saturday will be the month of june 

thank you to the chairmover and the establishment 

this poem is called butterfly and 

the dragonfly is not so different 

this poem is called butterfly 

lepidoptera o 

wings 

psyche [thus] 

and it were a box of time after all 

to ponder 

and eros were its consumption 

and eros were its denial 
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_nothing really ascends 

water vapor ascends 

nothing really ascends 

and the rain will not ascend 

and the lava of the volcano will not ascend 

the earth is hollow 

the leaf from the dust devil 

appears to ascend and will not ascend 

and the feather upon the bird 

will not ascend 

it is a cloud already 

will not ascend 

the qualifications of ascension 

there are no qualifications to ascension 

nothing really ascends 

and politics will not ascend 

and poesie will not ascend 

and concepts will not ascend 

it is a moon already 

will not ascend 

the wheel will not ascend 

the animal will not ascend 

art will not ascend and the dictionary 

the dictionary will not ascend 

an oak fire will get no hotter and 

smoke will not ascend 

and when death 

death will not ascend 
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hook and ladder 

the largest of the fire engines is the most impressive 

carries one million gallons of water 

the steering wheel on the rear of the truck is for 

the clad fireman to turn about ninety degree corners without hitting 

street lights 

[swing wide] 

[turn at the end] 

at the length of a football field 

the cabin of the hook and ladder fire truck 

most typically red though dayglow yellow on occasion holds 

five clad firemen with assertive [whoopee] looks on their faces 

there is a bell to clank 

there is a siren to blow 

firemen work four days in a row ninety six hours in a row or they work seventy 

two hours in a row and have four days off to be a ski instructor or homemaker 

much training is required to be a fireman [women firemen are called firemen 

also]  to qualify a fireman must run a ten minute mile a fireman must hit a piece of 

plastic with a sledgehammer one hundred times in five minutes and a fireman must be 

good at cooking pasta and salad and kool aid 

the hook and ladder truck sits at rest inside the garage doors of the firehouse 

next to the ambulance 

there is a dispatcher says 'a fire a fire' the firemen slide down a brass pole 

hop into their flame proof clothing and helmet grab their oxygen tank and 'go' 

on the way back the hook and ladder truck refuels and backs into the garage 

fromwhich it departed 

saturdays are clean the firetrucks day 
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the limits of our forefathers 

are pastoral and 

the realisms of the encroach of neighboring communities and real estate 

interests and corporate interests and the idea of progress inwhich what is 'proven' is 

valid as social introduction 

andwere the pastoralisms of our forefathers romantic because they are I say one 

does not live within the limits of their parents for several reasons: for context for 

what is newly 'proven' for one's own character 

the limits of our forefathers may be introduced upon one's legal introduction to 

adulthood at age eighteen one may or may not be 'assigned' the idea of a 'path' 

a greater geopolitic a greater politic a greater poetic a greater individual a 

greater book a greater turn in religious and or metaphysical affairs may be cause of 

address of social foundations for from social foundations a relevant continuity exists 

to planning either sociopolitically personally neighborly professionally 

gaenaeologically municipally advocatively interestedly including fashion and other 

aesthetic interest 

I have grown to appreciate the wide woven tie 

I have grown to appreciate grampa's double edge razor of the nineteen fifties 

and to understand experience is cause for interest 

I shall make a list of the limits of my forefathers: 

1]  they became senile and continued as they were 

2]  they sold the farm and still talk fondly of the farm and still use farm 

colloquialisms 

3]  whether national heroes as heroes as heroes is a limit nationalism is a 

limit were one to consider horizon to horizon national which may be semantic and were 

there other words; -I use the word 'pastoral' horizon to horizon and 'idyll' as 

appreciation of 'pastoral' 

4]  were dams and excessive architecture an hinderance to a pastorally 

interested future 

5]  some traveled west bounced around a bit may have children in the military 

6]  the recognition of an indigenous group first existing in north america were 

one to recognize their european heritage 

7]  were there a reliance upon social discourse related to previous wars I 

cannot say 

I shall mention what is respectable among previous generations: 

1]  homemaking women are respected by their husbands and their children 

2]  burial practices and after burial church basement conversation 

3]  that driver's licenses indicate last name a familial patrilineage is 

recognizable and men as 'providers' are to recognize gender roles within families 

including the nine month period of gestation of the couple's infant to be born inwhich 

an expecting mother is reliant in many ways 
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just a mite of original sin 

is said we are born 

unformed 

social to be baptized 

[andwere kept 

[inna jar 

[behind the jar 

[the nip 

[just a mite 
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where intelligently gifted students go after high school 

massachusetts institute of technology 

to build robots massachusetts institute of technology 

and what is curious 

footmapping the boy scout once deemed curious cartography and 

placenaming 

because the first is the first to name and 

to remain convincing a given name were there others were the others to follow 

were there funded explorers with mapping equipment to follow 

history is easy 

creation may or may not be challenging 

art is subjective 

nor only a peoples migrating thousands of years here and there 

what of peopling thousands of years [now] 

mathematics is objective 

I think of intelligently gifted students and I think of objectivity 

statistics is mostly objective 

actuarialism is mostly objective 

homemaking is objective 

intelligently gifted students are college bound 
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yahara river water and jim beam in my glass 

drains to lorrine niedecker's hometown 

de rerum natura:  of nature's things 

  I lost you to water, summer 

        (ln) 

  Along the river wild sunflowers 

        (ln) 

   were moving water 

   advent like 

   baptism 

   [it] 

   is cool and 

   the sunflowers summer 

   late 

        (gm) 

and the mosquitoes the underbrush a mile from the water 

from atop the hill 

some farmland some forested like 

am told to float from upward four lakes connect to 

fort atkinson 

and a fourth with its own spring called 'dead lake' by someone connects with 

the second lake 

down river nor I to have floated and have heard of 

possibilities 
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the homiletic poem 

virtue about 
is spring tis spring and 
a neighbor said hummingbird 

I see 
were the rain for smell unto 
twilight 
t'were last evening 

sleep well were completed 

virtue about 
and babies human babies nature babies the forest near 
the birds the ornithologic birds are not the birds ornithological 
the bird babies 
the robin babies 
the finch babies 
the squirrel bables because [they] mate 
in time for spring [when] 
abundance 

beneficence benevolence good faith 

handshake anda 

smile 

there is a [thing] about homilies 
a [thing] about virtue 
[inwhich] 

and to [feel] 
the sabbath 

an avocationalist is 

the vocationed ministry of and 

hermeneutics is literary and 
reading is a mono-efforted endeavor and writing is monologic 
were writing ekphrastik or no 
painting is most frequently associated with ekphrasticism and 
[literature] is 
criticism is 
hermeneutics 

the new republic magazine is political and literary commentary and published two 
poems in every issue 

a good concept worthy of hermeneuticism is citizenship in the community 
citizenship in the nation citizenship in the world 

virtue about 
the senses is celebratory 
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of those that eat spider webs: [prity gracie] 

issa twenty pound feline once 

jumped upon my 

keyboard [abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz]; -and whut she said: 

] [ 

the thing about cats from the humane society 

[barn cats alike] 

by the way 'all calico cats are feminine' [said the humane society volunteer 

[now with the nearest thrift store volunteering] 

[nor the hospice thrift store nearby] 

[all proceeds go to the humane society nonprofit organization registered with 

the secular united way] 

spiders are our friends 

spiders are arachnids spiders have eight legs like crabs crabs are edible crabs 

and spiders are exoskeletal 

spiders spin webs in corners catch other smaller exoskeletal creatures like 

insects the largest spiders in jungles catch small birds in their webs to eat 

an animal is caught in a sticky spider web the spider wraps more spider web 

around the caught insect and the caught insect [and or bird] eventually stops moving 

and the spider sucks the juices out of the spider webbed creature with its proboscis 

after a season october turns a spider to hibernation 

the following springtime an abandoned webs are eaten by prity gracie the cat 
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measures of intelligence 

standardized testing 

a measure of intelligence is a social measure 

sat act gre mcat lsat 

intelligence quotient [iq] 

were a tracking for a child 

one standard deviation 

is 

statistics 

upon which 

andwere measures of intelligence avocational 

andwere measures of intelligence athletic 

andwere measures of intelligence mnemonic 

andwere measures of intelligence proximity 

andwere measures of intelligence monetary / capital 

andwere measures of intelligence lifespan 

andwere measures of intelligence title 

evaluation resembles authority were 

collective authority were 

the authority of one individual 

upon which 

license 

the assumption of license 

the confidence of license 

measure of intelligence I 

too 

decide 

prefer 

what I ponder [of you] regardless 

social-ology including social-ological license[s] 
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shipyard 

                                       three story crank 
                         crane 

                                            containers 

open sea horizon swell 

swell 

                               the gray 

                                        navy vessels slow in 

the pelicans 

sound 
wooden poles 
plank 

                                         [train tracks] [truck stop] 

                         in and out they 
                                                   [go] 
                                           [they come] 
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the stars do not connect and for the same sky 

the scars 

the amplitudes 

were lite brite the childrens' toy the colors from ceiling strings filling an 

endless room without walls without floors without gravity the strings removed [thus] 

[thus] 

who [put] 

and to explain and [thus] explain [thus] 

explain 

endlessly 

every star is invented is not every star invented 

ex nihilo 

god is ex nihilo 

god invented himself 

god invented the concept ex nihilo 

there is an opposite nor actual 

the opposite of the seventy two pound head can or cannot be [negative] seventy 

pounds or [zero] or the closest to [zero] possible from positivity 

a star is physical and to notice a star is and is not physical and to notice a 

star is of no interest to the actual star 

and the moon is relational 

I assume the sky the celestialities are physical the day sky is blue for reason 

and the shadow of the earth [when] and cause for constellations mythology 

I assume a patterns 

and the stars do not connect but for notice 

their same night among 

ritual 

[ritual is social] 

and class is notice and strata is notice and one point zero is notice and scale 

is notice and color is notice and can cause no change to notice 
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kindergarten music 

teacher letters jack johnson 

sang 

acoustic barack obama 

it is 

colors like 

the color wheel with all 

the same names I remember 

red blue yellow 

red and yellow like alan greenspan 

twenty percent flat tax [all] was the idea and sixty percent flat tax [all] 

norway 

and the stone building will last five hundred years as 

it has 

and the sidewalk the cobblestone 

and the mist in the air 

there are offshore oil rigs I cannot hear 

and I have a sweater 

[my the sea is quiet] [and I once tried whale] 

there is an idealogue with a guitar 

long right hand thumbnail index fingernail middle fingernail right hand 

ringfingernail and this night 

kindergarten music 

where 

I one purchased a yard of pabst blue ribbon 

[the guitarist was with the singer] [recorded in baderville] [not far from the 

plastic dinosaurs] 

the thing about ozzy ozbourne is 

he does not play a musical instrument 

ozzy ozbourne is an organizer ozzy ozbourne is a community organizer 

nor so fond of tattoos since the parent of a summer camp seven year old's 

dissuasion of guest speakers inwhich a mention of prison time is now celebratory to 

the guest speaker now doing well 

kindergarten music is carpet music 

the guitar player [always guitar] has a folding chair and thirty minutes of time 

the carpet is comfortable and kindergartners may have rattles 

[and done] 

[the musician assembles his or her musical instruments and thanks the teacher 

for their volunteering opportunity] 
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one cannot hike with blisters on their feet 

asolo 

danner 

tennis shoes are good were one comfortable hiking upon rocks and uneven surfaces 

fording a river 

a canvas shoe is good I suppose 

the thing about fording a river is crotch rot 

one's shorts get wet and an abrasion happens atween a fabric and one's inner 

thighs 

vaseline is good for crotch rot 

a shoes are cause of blisters 

blisters are caused by rubbing of material against skin 

there is a two sock method inwhich 

a nylon stocking is worn beneath a cotton athletic sock 

there is a moleskin method inwhich an adhesive 'sticker' is applied to 

the heel of the foot and other blister-prone areas 

a cotton sock is worn over the moleskin and a socks and moleskin are removed 

after ten miles of hiking to soak one's feet in nature and the natural creek nearby 

blisters may or may not be cause of many complaints 

most frequently slow hikers are just left behind or passed 

back to nature 

robert redford once trekked the appalachian trail with new gear without 

sponsorship 

it may have been his 'life culmination travel' inwhich he left his homemaking 

wife to 'man the castle' 'keep watch on the sailboat in the garage' 

robert redford ended his travel with the forty eight hour movie star partial way 

through the entirety of their appalachian intent of ~eighteen hundred miles with no 

blisters in the movie anyway 

the sitcom cheers and the postal worker cliff 'the key to life is comfortable 

shoes' 

postal workers deliver fifteen miles of foot mail every day six days per week 

just like newspaper delivery boys 

blisters appear as bubbles when they occur 

in the first there may be discomfort and rubbing of a shoe surface with a skin 

surface a blister may be first noticeable if the blister 'pops' and when the hiker 

reaches camp they may find a need to disinfect 

the camper having reached camp may realize they have a 'dime size 'bubble' of 

liquid pus on their foot inwhich a 'popping' 'draining' and 'disinfecting' need occur 

before tomorrow's moleskin and hike 

I once pedaled a bicycle a distance in teva sandals and did not 'get' blisters 

the sole surface of teva sandals is similar to tennis shoes andwith socks; 

-hardly notice a difference 

new shoes narrow shoes short shoes thong sandals bare feet may or may not cause 

blisters 
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I stand on the world 

up 

sidedown to 

atlas 

and there is gravity like objectivity when 

the rain 

unto 

the drains in the street 

and small debris 

[the ball] 

[were small debris] 

[from before] 

[when the child] 

I stand on the world 

trope ically do I not stand 

trope-ically 

and 

there is something greater I know because 

the sunrise I 

cannot 

stop 

nor 

when a person dies 

nor 

a question unanswered 

nor 

beauty I cannot stop my attention like 

a question 
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effanineffable 

is a word 

I am not familiar with 

a bee sting cure 

perhaps 

and six syllables 

onco onto 

the art of prefixion 

logy 

and the suffix is relative to 

the root word 

etymologically speaking and 

what is hermenuticable is 

having previously established original meaning and 

language is 

conveyance 

is not language conveyance 

[material conveyance barter token] [is categorical] 

conceptual conveyance 

is a concept 

effanineffable 

is a word 

I am not familiar with 

[the suffix] [fable] 

aesop sounds like a man's name 
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